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Symmetric �ows and broadcasting in hypercubesJ.-C. Bermond � A. Bonnecaze y T. Kodate zS. Pérennes �, P. Solé zem : bonnecaz@univ-tln.fr, (Jean-Claude.Bermond, Stephane.Perennes)@inria.frkodate@twcu.ac.jp, ps@essi.frAbstractIn this paper, we propose a method which enables to construct almost optimalbroadcast schemes on an n-dimensional hypercube in the circuit switched, �-portmodel. In this model, an initiator must inform all the nodes of the network ina sequence of rounds. During a round, vertices communicate along arc-disjointdipaths. Our construction is based on particular sequences of nested binary codeshaving the property that each code can inform the next one in a single round.This last property is insured by a �ow technique and results about symmetric�ow networks. We apply the method to design optimal schemes improving andgeneralizing the previous results.Index Terms: Circuit Switched Model, Broadcasting, Hypercube, Connectivity,(Symmetric) Flow networks, Error correcting codes.�Projet sloop, a joint project of cnrs-inria-unsa , inria 2004 Route des Lucioles BP 93F-06902Sophia Antipolis, France.ygect, Université de Toulon-Var, BP 132-83 857 La Garde Cedex Francezlaboratoire i3s, upresa 6070 cnrs-unsa, 650 route des Colles BP 145 F 06903 Sophia-Antipolis
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1 IntroductionThe problem we consider here is motivated by communications in interconnection net-works. Broadcasting (also called One to All) is a communication scheme in which a givennode (called initiator) sends its information to all the other nodes of the network. Weconsider here broadcasting in hypercubes under a circuit switched model.Several multiprocessors with hypercube or hypercube-like topology have been designed.This topology is widely accepted as it has a logarithmic diameter and regular structureand o�ers high communication bandwidth.De�nition 1 (Hypercube) The Hypercube H(n) of dimension n is de�ned as thegraph whose vertices are words of length n on the alphabet f0; 1g and where two ver-tices are adjacent if and only if they di�er exactly in one coordinate.H(5) is displayed in �gure 1.In the circuit-switched model, a node x sends its information to a node y via a directedpath (called �circuit� in the telecommunications terminology). There exist di�erent waysof implementing such a model like wormhole routing; they mainly di�er in the mannerthe circuit is established and released and how the acknowledgments are done.Here we consider a generic model in which the communication protocol consists ofrounds (or steps). A new round starts only when the preceding one is completely �n-ished. During a round, vertices which have the information can send it to as manyvertices they want (model called �-port, all-port or F�), but all the paths used for com-munication should be arc disjoint. Figure 1 shows a broadcast scheme in some spanningsubgraph of the hypercube of dimension 5 in 2 rounds. In the �rst round, the initiator00000 sends the message to the 5 other black nodes; 5 disjoint paths can easily be foundas H(5) is 5 edge-connected. In the second round the 6 informed vertices inform all theothers, the paths used are shown on the �gure.Note that other models exist like store-and-forward model (where a vertex can onlycommunicate with a neighbor at distance 1) or 1-port models (in which a vertex can sendonly one message): see the book [25] or the surveys [10, 16, 18]. In �rst approximationthe number of rounds of a broadcasting scheme represents the time needed to realize thescheme. In a more precise model, one should also consider the size of the message andthe length of the communicating dipaths (as some time is needed to set up the switchesin the intermediate nodes). 2
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Figure 1: Scheme for H(5) in two communication roundsBroadcasting schemes under this model have been considered by many authors whostudied various topologies; surveys on communication schemes under circuit switchedmodel can be found in [6, 9].Let us de�ne bF�(G) as the minimum number of rounds needed to complete broad-casting in the network G. Note that in a graph with maximum degree �, an informedvertex can inform, via edge-disjoint paths, at most � other vertices. Hence, a lowerbound on the number of steps necessary to broadcast in a graph G with maximal degree� is at least log�+1 jV (G)j. This bound has been proved to be attained for cycles (see[25]), 2-dimensional toroidal grids in [23] and almost attained for n-dimensional grids in[7]. For H(n), the lower bound becomes bF�(H(n)) � l nlog2(n+1)m. Di�erent algorithmshave been given for broadcasting in H(n) : McKinley and Tre�tz [22] presented an algo-rithm of dn2 e rounds, based on edge-disjoint spanning trees. The best known algorithmhas been proposed by Ho and Kao [17]. It is recursive and uses special routing (callede-routing); the algorithm is asymptotically optimal but the broadcasting time does notmatch the lower bound. Another problem such as multicast (where a node has to senda message to some subset of nodes) in hypercubes under the same model is examined in[24]. We prove here that :Theorem 2 For every n : bF�(H(n)) � l nblog2(n+1)cm3



Our result improves all the preceding ones (see table 1 for numerical values), is optimalfor n = 2k � 1, and is the best in a class of natural schemes.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we show that the problem canbe formulated in the context of undirected graphs. In Section 2, the problem is relatedto the design of a good sequence of multi-broadcasts and to �ow networks. In Section 3we show how symmetries can be used to simplify the study of �ow networks. This partis strongly related to previous work on connectivity in symmetric networks. In Section4 the results obtained are applied in order to derive a simple condition insuring thata sequence of multi-broadcasts can be done. In Section 5 we construct two di�erentschemes, their validity is proven by using the condition derived in Section 4.We make use of classical tools from graph theory (see [1, 3, 25] for an introduction).Undirected and directed modelsUsually, we model a communication network as a symmetric digraph G = (V;E) wherethe vertex set V represents the nodes of the network and the arc set E the links betweennodes. Note that communicating dipaths used during one round are arc-disjoint. Butwe can for simplicity consider undirected graphs and undirected communicating paths.Indeed in a broadcasting scheme useful communications are only from an informed vertexto a non-informed vertex and so a vertex can be either sending or receiving during oneround but not both. Furthermore, suppose that there exists two dipaths, one from x1to y1 and the other from x2 to y2 using two arcs in opposite directions say (u; v) and(v; u) (the dipaths cross the same edge but in opposite direction). Let the �rst dipath beP1 = P1[x1; u](u; v)P1[v; y1] and the second be P2 = P2[x2; v](v; u)P2[u; y2]: Then x1 caninform y2 along P1[x1; u]P2[u; y2] and x2 can inform y1 along P2[x2; v]P1[v; y1]. So, weobtain a scheme with one less pair of opposite arcs. By repeating it we obtain dipathswhich do not contain opposite arcs. Hence, it can be assumed that we use edge-disjointpaths on the undirected graph.2 Valid sequences and �owsGiven a graph G, designing a broadcast scheme ending in T communication rounds isequivalent to de�ne a valid sequence of setsDe�nition 3 A sequence of sets of vertices S = C0; C1; : : : ; CT is valid if and only if :4



1. C0 = f0g;2. Ct � Ct+1;3. CT = V (G);4. vertices in Ct can inform the vertices in Ct+1 n Ct in one communication round,via edge-disjoint paths.Note that it is always easy to ful�ll conditions 1,2,3 from construction, and we willalways construct sequences S such that these conditions are ensured. Hence, the problemreduces to ensure that Ct can inform Ct+1 nCt in a single communication round. Whenthe sequence S is known, the question is indeed exactly a multi-broadcast problem.De�nition 4 (multi-broadcast) In a graph G, given a set of originators O and a setof destinations D such that D \ O = ;, the multi-broadcast problem (O;D) consists in�nding jDj edge-disjoint paths from O to D ending at di�erent nodes in D. In this casewe will say shortly that O can inform D.According to this de�nition, we have to solve T successive multi-broadcast problems(Ct; Ct+1 n Ct), for 0 � t � T � 1.Note that at the �rst round, C0 reduces to the initiator; and the initiator can informany set of � vertices or less, if � is the edge-connectivity of G. Indeed, in a � edge-connected graph, there exists by Menger's theorem (or �ow theorem) � edge-disjointpaths from any vertex to any set of � vertices.Multi-broadcast and �owsThe multi-broadcast problem (O;D) is easily reduced to a �ow problem. By a �ownetwork N we will always mean a triple N = (H; s; t) where H is a capacited 1 graph,and s (resp. t) a speci�c vertex of H called the source (resp. the sink).Let us recall some terminology and properties regarding graphs, and �ow networks.- Given a graph G and S � V (G), the border of S, �G(S) denotes the set of edgesbetween S and S = V (G) n S (in [1] it is denoted m(S; S)).1to each edge is associated a positive integer called capacity of the edge5



- Given a �ow network H , a cut is a set F � V (H) such that s 2 F and t 62 F: Theborder of the cut F is the set of edges �H(F ). The capacity of the cut F , denotedc(F ), is the sum of the capacities of the edges belonging to the border �(F ). Ifthe capacities are all equal to 1, it is simply the number j�(F )j of edges betweenF and F .Theorem 5 (Ford Fulkerson) In a �ow network N the maximum value of a �ow froms to t is equal to the minimum capacity of a cut.De�nition 6 Given a multi-broadcast problem (O;D) in a graph G, the �ow networkassociated N(O;D) is de�ned as follows :- the vertex set of N(O;D) is V (G) [ fsg [ ftg;- to each edge of G we associate an edge of capacity 1 in N(O;D);- for each vertex o 2 O we add the edge [s; o] with capacity +1;- for each vertex d 2 D the edge [d; t] with capacity 1.Lemma 7 The multi-broadcast (O;D) is possible if and only if the maximal �ow inN(O;D) is jDj.Proof: The value of the �ow is at most jDj (which corresponds to the cut V (G) n ftg),and this value is clearly achieved if and only if there exists jDj edge-disjoint paths in Gstarting in O and ending at each vertex of D. 2According to lemma 7, given a sequence S, deciding if S is valid and if so �nding thepaths that allow to perform the multi-broadcast in T communication rounds, takes atmost T times the maximum �ow complexity (O(ne log(n2=e)) in a graph with n verticesand e edges with Goldberg and Tarjan algorithm [12]).However, that does not tell us how to construct the sequence S; one way would be touse a non-constructive method and to consider random subsets of V (G). When G hasnice symmetry properties there exists a better constructive approach. As example, whenG is a toroidal mesh one can use a sequence S made up of linear codes over a vectorspace Znk (for broadcasting in the k-dimensional torus [7], for gossiping in respectivelythe 2 and 3-dimensional tori [8, 5]). Here, in the case of the cube, the sequence will bebuilt from linear binary codes. The high symmetry and the algebraic properties of thesequence will enable us to reduce condition (4) so that it becomes easy to check.6



3 Symmetric �ow graph, Symmetric cutIn this part, our aim is to show that in a �ow network having symmetries there existsa symmetric minimum cut. In a graph G an automorphism is a one to one mappingV (G) ��! V (G) which preserves the edges (i.e. [x; y] 2 E(G) if and only if [�(x); �(y)] 2E(G), see [2]). In a �ow network N = (H; s; t) a symmetry is simply an automorphism� of the capacited graph H (i.e. � preserves also the capacities) �xing both s and t.Note that in [27] Watkins studied connectivity properties of a transitive graph. Inparticular, he proved that, when a graph is both vertex and edge transitive then it issuperconnected (i.e. its edge-connectivity equals its degree). Since that many relatedresults have been derived (see [11, 21, 15]). This question is very related to our multi-broadcast problem (O;D), which is a connectivity problem between the two sets O andD.Atoms and fragmentsThe following de�nitions and lemmas are exact counterparts of the ones introduced byWatkins, Mader and Hamidoune [27, 21, 14] to study connectivity, the only di�erenceis that we consider �ow networks that is a graph labeled with a source and a sink. Fora comprehensive treatment on connectivity we refer to the work of Hamidoune [14].Let cmin = minfc(F ); F a cut of Ng.De�nition 8 (Fragments) In a �ow network a cut F such that c(F ) = cmin is calleda fragment.Lemma 9 Let F1 and F2 be two fragments of a �ow network. Then, F1\F2 and F1[F2are also two fragments.Proof: We have c(F1 [ F2) � c(F1) + c(F2)� c(F1 \ F2);and then c(F1 [ F2) + c(F1 \ F2) � 2cmin:Furthermore, F1[F2 and F1\F2 both contain s and not t, hence they are cuts. It followsthat c(F1[F2) � cmin and c(F1\F2) � cmin, which implies c(F1[F2) = c(F1\F2) = cmin.27



De�nition 10 (Atoms) An atom is a fragment F of minimum size (i.e. jF j is mini-mum).Lemma 11 In a �ow network there exists a unique atom.Proof: Let A be the intersection of all the fragments; from lemma 9, A is a fragment.Moreover it is contained in any fragment so it is both minimal and minimum. 2Proposition 12 Let � be a symmetry of a �ow network N , then the atom A of N isinvariant by � (i.e. �(A) = A).Proof: By de�nition, a symmetry maps an atom on another atom. As the atom of Nis unique, �(A) = A. 2The above lemma shows that in order to �nd the minimal cut in a �ow network N itis enough to consider the capacity of a symmetric cut. Indeed there exists a minimumcut which is symmetric. In the next section we will show that, instead of consideringthe �ow problem on N , it is possible to consider a reduced �ow network, obtained byquotienting by its symmetries.4 Sequences for the cubeIn the case of the hypercube the sequence S = C0 = f0g � C1 � � � � � CT = V (Hn) willbe made of linear codes of length n over Z2 (i.e. linear spaces of the vector space Zn2 2).We will note SpanfFg the linear space generated by a family F of vectors. Given twoindependent linear spaces A and B, A � B denotes their sum (that is combinations ofvectors in A and in B). We will denote ei = 00 : : : 0| {z }i�1 10 : : : 0 the ith vector of the naturalbasis of Zn2 .As our codes are nested, we have Ct+1 = Ct�Vt+1 and jCt+1j = jVt+1j�jCtj; moreover,as the number of informed nodes is multiplied by at most n+1 during a round, we musthave dim(Vt+1) � blog2(n+ 1)c. Let � = blog2(n+ 1)c. We will always choose Vt+1with maximum dimension; that is dim(Vt+1) = � for any t < T � 1 and dim(VT ) =n� jn�k� � �.As an example for n = 9, let f1 = 110000000; f2 = 011000000; : : : ; f8 = 000000011.We will use the codes C1 = f0g� V1 = V1 = Spanff1; f4; f7g, C2 = C1 � V2 where V2 =2a linear space of dimension k contains 2k elements which are the linear combinations of k indepen-dent elements 8



Spanff2; f5; f8g. So, C2 = V1 � V2 contains the 26 combinations of f1; f2; f4; f5; f7; f8.Note that this is the set of vectors abc where a; b; c are three words of length 3 havingan even number of 1. The last code is C3 = C2 � V3 where V3 = Spanfe1; e4; e7g, notethat C3 = V1 � V2 � V3 = Z92 .We consider the multi-broadcast (Ct; Ct+1 n Ct) in H(n), and the associated �ownetwork N(Ct; Ct+1 n Ct). We want to derive a condition ensuring that there exists a�ow with value jCt+1 n Ctj = (jVt+1j � 1)jCtj in N(Ct; Ct+1 n Ct).The hypercube H(n) is a Cayley graph and this structure is the key one.De�nition 13 Given an Abelian group G and a multi-set S � G the Cayley multi-graphon G with generators S, denoted Cay(G; S), is de�ned by :- the vertices are elements of G;- the neighborhood of x is the set x+ S.In order to get an undirected graph we must have �S = S. Note that if we choose forS a multi-set (repeating some generators) we get a Cayley multi-graph. Note that inCay(G; S) the mapping �y : x �y�! x+ y is an automorphism. For simplicity we restrictourselves to the Abelian case, but similar notions and results both exist for non-Abeliangroups. For an overview of applications of Cayley graphs to interconnection networkswe refer to the chapter of Heydemann in [13].The hypercube H(n) is indeed Cay(Zn2 ; fe1; e2; : : : ; eng), where fe1; e2; : : : ; eng is thebasis of Zn2 previously de�ned. The application �c : x �c�! x + c j c 2 Ct is anautomorphism of the cube. Moreover it lets both Ct and Ct+1 n Ct invariant. Hence,�c; c 2 Ct is a symmetry of N(Ct; Ct+1 n Ct). Now, the set f�c j c 2 Ctg is an Abeliansubgroup of the group of automorphisms of H(n). According to proposition 12, thereexists a minimal cut of N(Ct; Ct+1 n Ct) which is invariant by any mapping �c; c 2 Ct,that is there exists a minimal cut invariant modulo Ct. This property is indeed equivalentto a connectivity property of the quotient multi-graph H(n)=Ct de�ned below.De�nition 14 H(n)=Ct is de�ned as follows :- The vertex set is Zn2 =Ct � Zn�dim(Ct)2 and each vertex corresponds to a coset of Ct;- ~x = x + Ct will denote the coset of x.;9



- 8i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng, we add one edge from ~x to ~y along �dimension i� if ei 2 ~y � ~x.H(n)=Ct is a Cayley multi-graph on Zn�dim(Ct)2 with generators ~ei; i = f1; 2; : : : ; ng.Indeed there exist a edges between ~x and ~y if there are ajCtj edges in H(n) between thetwo sets x+Ct and y +Ct. Note that we can have for some i 6= j : ~ei = ~ej; so H(n)=Ctis an Abelian Cayley multi-graph. Note also that if ei 2 Ct then H(n)=Ct contains aloop.In our example, the quotient H(9)=C1 is a multi-hypercube H(6) with some edgeshaving multiplicity 2 : ~e1 = ~e2 as e1 + e2 = f1, similarly ~e4 = ~e5 and ~e7 = ~e8. Themutltiset of generators is f ~e1; ~e1; ~e3; ~e4; ~e4; ~e6; ~e7; ~e7; ~e9g.The quotient H(9)=C2 is simply the hypercube H(3) where each edge is repeated3 times, as now, f ~e1 = ~e2 = ~e3; ~e4 = ~e5 = ~e6, ~e7 = ~e8 = ~e9g. Note that in generalH(n)=Ct is not necessary a multi-hypercube. As example, if Ct = (00 : : : 0; 11 : : : 1), weobtain for H(n)=Ct the �Halved cube� by identifying antipodal vertices; this graph isnot a multi-hypercube (see also [4] for other examples of quotient)Both H(9)=C1 and H(9)=C2 have edge-connectivity 9.Lemma 15 If H(n)=Ct has edge-connectivity at least jVt+1j � 1, then Ct can informCt+1 n Ct.Proof: By lemma 7 and the Ford-Fulkerson theorem (theorem 5), we simply need tocheck that the capacity of the border of a minimum cut of N(Ct; Ct+1 n Ct) is at leastjCt+1j � jCtj = (jVt+1 � 1)jCtj, whenever the edge-connectivity of H(n)=Ct is at leastjVt+1j � 1.According to proposition 12, we can consider the unique symmetric atom A ofN(Ct; Ct+1 n Ct), having by de�nition minimum border capacity (i.e. the capacity ofthe border of A equals the maximum value of �ow in N(Ct; Ct+1 n Ct)). Note thatA = U [fsg, where U is a subset of V (H(n)) such that �c(U) = U; 8c 2 Ct. This meansthat 8c 2 Ct; �c(U) = U + c = U . Hencefore, U is invariant by translation in Ct, and isa union of cosets : U = ~U + Ct.Note also that U must contain all the vertices in Ct, otherwise, as edges [s; c] forc 2 Ct have in�nite capacity, the border of A would have in�nite capacity. If U containsa vertex c0 2 Ct+1 n Ct then we �nd the edge [c0; t] in the border of A. We also �nd in10



the border of A the border �H(n)(U) of U in the hypercube. On the totalcN(Ct;Ct+1nCt)(A) = jU \ (Ct+1 n Ct)j+ j�H(n)(U)j (1)As U and Ct+1 both contain Ct, we have jU \ (Ct+1 n Ct) = jU \ Ct+1j � jCtj.Now let us consider H(n)=Ct. We have j�H(n)(U)j = j�H(n)=Ct( ~U)j � jCtj. Henceequation 1 can be written :cN(Ct;Ct+1nCt)(A) = jCtj � (j ~U \ ~Ct+1j � 1 + j�H(n)=Ct( ~U)j)As, U contains Ct, ~U contains the vertex 0 in H(n)=Ct, we have j ~U \ ~Ct+1j � 1 � 0, andit follows that : cN(Ct;Ct+1)(A) � jCtj � j�H(n)=Ct( ~U)jNow, the condition on the connectivity ofH(n)=Ct implies that j�H(n)=Ct( ~U)j) � jVt+1�1jimplying the lemma. 2The lemma above allows us to reduce the condition Ct can inform Ct+1 to a simplecondition on the connectivity of the quotient graph H(n)=Ct.We will now construct sequences of linear codes over Z2 such that H(n)=Ct has highenough edge-connectivity to ensure the condition of lemma 15.5 Constructions5.1 Case of cyclic codesFor some values of n it is easy to construct an optimal scheme by using a sequence madeof cyclic linear codes of appropriate dimension. A cyclic code is simply a subspace ofZn2 which is invariant by left-shift. Note that our �rst proof, in the case n = 2p � 1 wasmade using more coding theory and special properties of BCH codes (see [19, 20]). Withthe technique used here the result is more straight-forward.Lemma 16 If Ct is a cyclic code and jCt+1j � (n + 1)jCtj then Ct can inform Ct+1.Proof: Consider the quotient graph H(n)=Ct, it is a Cayley multi-graph. Consider theleft shift, � de�ned as the linear mapping of Zn2 such that �(ei) = ei+1 mod n. As Ct iscyclic, �(Ct) = Ct, and the mapping � acts also on the vertices of H(n)=Ct. Now, if ~x11



is adjacent to ~y in H(n)=Ct along dimension i (that is ~x = ~y+ ei) then �(~x) is adjacentto �(~y) along dimension i + 1 mod n. So � is an automorphism of H(n)=Ct. It followsthat H(n)=Ct is edge transitive. According to the result of Watkins [27] , H(n)=Ct issuperconnected, or its edge-connectivity equals its degree. Note that if the degree ofH(n)=Ct is less than n, then, for some i, ei 2 Ct; since the code is cyclic it impliesCt = Zn2 . So H(n)=Ct has degree n and edge-connectivity n. 2Cyclic CodesTo complete we need to �nd some good sequence of codes. For this we brie�y recall somebasics of the theory of error correcting codes. The reader will �nd more information in[20] or [26]. Cyclic codes are very convenient since they can be viewed as principal idealof the ring R = F2[x]=(xn � 1). In other words, a cyclic code C consists of all multiplesof a polynomial g(x), called generator polynomial. Note that this polynomial must be afactor of xn�1. The code C is then totally de�ned by g(x) and we write: C =< g(x) >.One can �nd all the possible cyclic codes by considering the factorization of xn� 1 overF2.Decomposition of xn�1 over F2 We consider only binary codes of length n = 2p�1.Let � be a primitive nth root of unity over a suitable extension of Z2. We have:xn � 1 = n�1Yi=0(x� �i):Furthermore, it is well known that over Z2xn � 1 = (x� 1)f1 : : : fT�1 = Yt ft; (2)where ft denotes the minimal polynomials corresponding to the cyclotomic classes. Thenwe consider the cyclic codes generated by ft.The Hamming code can be generated by anyone of the primitive polynomials ft. Itsparameters are [NH = 2p � 1; kH = 2p � 1� p; dH = 3], where NH denotes the length,kH the dimension (seen as a linear space) and dH the minimum Hamming distance ofthe code. The simplex code is de�ned as the (algebraic) dual of the Hamming code.Then its parameters are [n; p; 2p�1]. A BCH code of length n = 2p � 1 and designeddistance d0 is a cyclic code generated by the product (without repetition of factors) ofthe minimum polynomials of �r; �r+1; : : : ; �r+d0�2, where r is a non negative integer.12



Note that all these codes are de�ned up to equivalence.Nested BCH codes Let n = 2p � 1, that is � = p. If p is a prime number, one canuse a family of BCH codes that have the required dimensions. (i.e. a sequence of nestedcodes with dimensions 0; �; 2�; : : : ; bn=�c �; n). In this case, the partition of H(n) canbe done as follows:We set C0 = f0ngC1 = < (x� 1)f1 : : : fT�2 >C2 = < (x� 1)f1 : : : fT�3 >... ...CT�2 = < f1f2 >CT�1 = < f1 >CT = F n2The polynomials fi in (2) are sorted in a way so that we obtain the Hamming codefor CT�1, the simplex code for C1 and BCH codes for the other codes. We have C0 =f0g; jCt+1j = (n + 1)jCtj and CT = Zn2 . So, this sequence of codes gives an optimalscheme for n = 2p � 1 (see in [19] for more details).Proposition 17 For p a prime, bF�(H(2p � 1)) = l2p�1p m :5.2 A connectivity condition on the quotient graphIn many other cases one can prove that the connectivity of H(n)=Ct is high enough. Asthe graph H(n)=Ct is a Cayley multi-graph the following result makes the determinationof its edge-connectivity relatively easy.Proposition 18 (Hamidoune) In a Cayley graph Cay(G;S) the atom containing f0gis a subgroup of G.Proof: Let A be the atom containing f0g, and note that �a : x �! x + a is anautomorphism of G. Hence A+ a is an atom of G, and it contains a+ 0 = a. So a+ Aand A are two atoms with a non empty intersection, they must be equal. So 8a 2 A,13



a + A = A. In the same way, ��a maps A on A so A � a = A. It follows that A is asubgroup of G. 2De�nition 19 Let W be a subgroup of Zn2 =Ct, and let denote ~ei the Ct coset associatedto ei (indeed the set ei + Ct), then the number of ~ei 62 W is denoted l(W ).Proposition 20 If for every subgroup W of Zn2 =Ct, jW jl(W ) � � then, H(n)=Ct hasedge-connectivity at least �.Proof: Consider a subgroup W of Zn2 =Ct. If ~ei 62 W , then for any w 2 W , ~ei +w 62 W ,so each edge [w;w + ~ei] is in the border of W . If ~ei 2 W then all the edges [w;w + ~ei],w 2 W are inside W . Consequently the border of W contains jW jl(W ) edges. Notethat if some ei belongs to Ct, then ~ei = 0 and any subgroup W contains ~ei. 25.3 An ad-hoc constructionWe propose here a sequence of nested linear codes of length ln�m; such a sequence isoptimal among sequences made of linear codes.Proposition 21 bF�(H(n)) � ln�m, where � = blog2(n+ 1)c.Note that for n = 2k � 1, blog2(n+ 1)c is the integer k and our scheme is optimal(i.e. bF�(H(2k � 1)) = l2k�1k m) this generalizes proposition 17 valid for k prime. Theproposition will follow from the construction of valid sequences of length ln�m.The sequenceLet n = (p+1)��x; 0 � x < �, so that p+1 = dn=�e; we have n = (p+1)(��x)+ px.As in our example of section 4, let- f1 = e1 + e2; f2 = e2 + e3; : : : ; fn�1 = en�1 + en;- f 01 = fpx+1; f 02 = fpx+2; : : : ; f 0(��x)(p+1)�1 = fn�1;- e0i = ei+px:Our sequence of codes is de�ned as follows (see the example after for n = 17):14



rounds 1; 2; : : : ; p� 1V1 = Spanff1; f1+p; f1+2p; : : : ; f1+(x�1)pg � Spanff 01; f 01+(p+1); : : : ; f 01+(��x�1)(p+1)gV2 = Spanff2; f2+p; f2+2p; : : : ; f2+(x�1)pg � Spanff 02; f 02+(p+1); : : : ; f 02+(��x�1)(p+1)g: : : : : : : : :Vi = Spanffi; fi+p; fi+2p; : : : ; fi+(x�1)pg � Spanff 0i ; f 0i+(p+1); : : : ; f 0i+(��x�1)(p+1)ground pVp = Spanff 0p; f 0p+(p+1); : : : ; f 0p+(��x�1)(p+1) = fn�1ground p+ 1Vp+1 = Spanfe1; e1+p; : : : ; e1+(x�1)pg � Spanfe01; e01+(p+1); : : : ; e01+(��x�1)(p+1)gTo prove that the sequence is valid, we write Zn2 as a sum of � independent subspaces,x of dimension p and �� x of dimension p+ 1. We will call these spaces blocks. Let :A1 = Spanfe1; e2; : : : ; epgA2 = Spanfe1+p; e2+p; : : : ; e2pg: : : : : : : : :Ax = Spanfe1+(x�1)p; e2+(x�1)p; : : : ; expgA01 = Spanfe01; e02; : : : ; e0p+1gA02 = Spanfe01+(p+1); e02+(p+1); : : : ; e02(p+1)g: : : : : : : : :A0��x = Spanfe01+(��x�1)(p+1)e02+(��x�1)(p+1); : : : ; e0(k�x�1)(p+1)+(p+1)gFrom de�nition Zn2 = A1 � A2 � � � � � Ax � A01 � A02 � � � � � A0��x.ExampleFor n = 9, we �nd the example of section 4, in this case � = 3; p = 2; x = 0 and f 0i =fi; e0i = ei; we �nd V1 = Spanff 01; f 04; f 07g = Spanff1; f4; f7g, V2 = Spanff 02; f 05; f 08g =Spanff2; f5; f8g; V3 = Spanfe01; e04; e07g = Spanfe1; e4; e7g.We also give the example for H(17). 15



- n = 17, � = 4, p = dn=�e � 1 = 4, so x = 3 and n = 5 � 1 + 4 � 3.- The vector space Z172 is the direct sum of the following subspaces :- 3 spaces of dimension 4 : A1 = Spanfe1; e2; e3; e4g; A2 = Spanfe5; e6; e7; e8g; A3 =Spanfe9; e10; e11; e12g- 1 space of dimension 5 : A01 = Spanfe13; e14; e15; e16; e17g.- Sequence of codes. Codes added A1 A2 A3 A01C1 = C0 � V1 V1 f1 f5 f9 f13C2 = C1 � V2 V2 f2 f6 f10 f14C3 = C2 � V3 V3 f3 f7 f11 f15C4 = C3 � V4 V4 f16C5 = C4 � V5 V5 e1 e5 e9 e13Connectivity of the quotient graphsFor t � p, the codes Ct have the following property : if a subspace W � Zn2 =Ct containssome set of vectors ~ei located in d di�erent blocks then dim(W ) � d.Lemma 22 The edge-connectivity of H(n)=Ct is at least 2� � 1.Proof: According to proposition 20, we only need to check that for a linear space W ofZn2 =Ct, l(W )jW j � 2� � 1. Let d(W ) denote the dimension of the linear subspace W ,and note that if d(W ) � � then l(W )jW j � 2� and the condition is ensured. So we canrestrict ourselves to the case d(W ) � �.rounds 1; 2; : : : pAccording to the property of the sequence, if d(W ) is less than d, W can containonly the ei of d distinct blocks. Hence, if d(W ) � �, the worst case space W is clearlyobtained by picking vectors of the basis in d(W ) di�erent blocks as a generating set forW . So doing we add at most p vectors (the ones of the bloc) of the basis in W when wepick a new block. Hence, we �nd at most pd(W ) vectors of the basis in W . Considerthe function l(W )jW j = 2d(W )(n � pd(W )). It is easy to check that the minimum of16



such a function is attained either for d(W ) = �, then d(W ) = � and jW j � 2�, or ford(W ) = 0; jW j = 1 and then l(W )jW j = n � 2� � 1 (by de�nition � = blog2(n+ 1)c).In both cases l(W )jW j � 2� . We conclude that the edge-connectivity of H(n)=Ct isat least 2� for t � p.round p+ 1Note that, Hn=Cp is a multi-hypercube of dimension � with x dimensions with mul-tiplicity p and the �� x others with multiplicity p+ 1. Due to symmetry, the minimalcut contain all the dimensions of capacity p (or p + 1). So the minimum cut has value2��xxp (or 2x(p + 1)(�� x). This value must be larger than jVp+1j � 1 = 2��x � 1. So,if there exists some contradiction, it is in one of the two extremal cases : x = 0 (inthis case dimensions are all equal and the only cut is f0g and has capacity (p+ 1)�) orx = �� 1. In both cases the cuts are large enough. 2Distance 3 codesOne can easily use other kind of schemes. As an example, if Ct has minimal distanceat least 3 one can show, using results of Sections 3 and 4 that the connectivity ofH(n)=Ct is n. It follows that it is possible to inform any distance 3 codes in n��(log(n))�communication rounds. As distance 3 codes with dimension n� �(log2(n)) do exist, ascheme �rst informs such a code, at that point the broadcast is almost completed, andone has then to add a few rounds (�( log(n)2log(n) ) � log(n)) to inform the whole cube.6 ConclusionIn this paper we have derived some e�cient, and sometimes optimal scheme to broadcastinformation in the cube in wormhole like models (see table 1). It turns out that highsymmetry of our solution made the proof of our scheme possible. Our scheme does notuse the e-cube routing but we can mention that it de�nes implicitly a routing functionwhich is not too complicated. Our scheme uses a non immediate sequence of nestedcodes; let us point out that in their algorithm Ho and Kao used such a sequence, but thesimplest possible one : the set of informed nodes at a given round was a sub-cube (that17



is a very simple linear code). Hence, the vertices informed were packed in the same areaof the cube, and the algorithm was not very e�cient. However the analysis was simpleand the scheme was using e-routing. Our scheme is more e�cient as vertices informedat round t are better spread in the cube, but it is also more complex. As an example,for n = 31 our scheme uses 7 rounds and their scheme 10.n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 � � � 31Low:Bound 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 � � � 5MT [22] 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 � � � 16HK[17] 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 � � � 10Our 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 � � � 7Table 1: Comparison of the di�erent algorithmsNote that our scheme is optimal among schemes such that at a given round the setof informed nodes is a linear code. Hence to improve it one would need to have informedat round t a set having a structure more complex than a linear one, the analysis wouldcertainly be complicated. The example given for H(5) in Figure 1 uses non-linear set ofvertices and 2 rounds, and any scheme using linear sets takes at least 3 rounds.It would be interesting to use non constructive approach (using random subsets ofthe cube) to improve our bound, but this would certainly be only an existence result.At least we believe that our result demonstrates once again that symmetries can be usedin order to simplify graph problems (for an overview of symmetry technique : see [13]),the key point being that symmetric �ow-problems admit symmetric minimum cuts.References[1] C. Berge. Graphes et hypergraphes. Dunod Paris, 1970.[2] N. Biggs. Algebraic Graph Theory. Cambridge University Press, 1974.[3] J. A. Bondy and U. S. R. Murty. Graph theory with applications. MacMillan Press,1976. 18
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